Fact and Opinion
A fact:
can be proven by research, facts and
figures, survey results and other methods.

An opinion:
can’t be proven because it is a matter of
personal belief or judgement.

My name is Travis and I am 10 years old. I moved into this town a
year ago and have noticed that there are not many fun outdoor things
for kids to do around here. This is a shame! We know it’s not healthy
for kids to just sit around and play video games all day. The best way
to get kids active would be to build a new playground. There is only
one playground and the equipment is old and boring. There is an
empty lot of land at the end of Samson Street which I feel would be
the perfect spot for a new playground. It is down by the river so
people could also go fishing or have a swim. This town needs a new
playground.

Separate the fact from the opinion. Remember, facts can be proved while opinions can’t!
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(not a complete list)
Name is Travis, Travis is 10, moved to the town a
year ago, not healthy for kids to play video games
all day, there is only one playground, equipment is
old, empty lot of land on Samson Street, river
nearby.

(not a complete list)
Not many fun outdoor things to do in the town,
best way to get kids active is to build playground,
equipment in existing playground is boring, empty
lot of land is perfect for new playground, town
needs a new playground.
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